
Inspection Hoist Standards for Window Covering Industry 
For Single and Dual column Hoists 

Standard No.: CI-HS-101-2013 

 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

1. An Inspection hoist must have the following components and Safety features as a minimum: 
2) The Base or floor attachment should very strong and stable, with X & Y axis level adjustments 

 and with mounted X & Y level indicators. 

3) The Main Column should be manufactured with materials to support the maximum allowed 

 weights X3. Also the column should be anchor to the wall / ceiling for Safety. 

4) The Lifting Bar should be made of light but strong materials, and should not deflect  

 under maximum load aloud for such hoist (Max. deflection allowed 1%). 

  The Lifting Bar LEVEL should be adjustable with level indicators. 

5) The hoist should be equipped with a Vertical reference system. LEVEL should be adjustable 

 with level indicators. 

6) The hoist should be equipped with a Horizontal reference system. LEVEL should be adjustable 

 with level indicators and should be able to be folded down. 

7) The Gear motor should have a Failsafe breaking system that won't let the bar drop down in 

 case of power failure. Also the gear motor should have an internal shut-off in case of an  

 overload that may cause personnel injuries or damage the equipment. 

8) The Lifting mechanism should have a dual safety system Electrical /Mechanical adjustable

 that will shut-off the hoist in case of jamming condition. 

9) The hoist should have an Alarm System that warn others that the equipment is in  operation 

 mode. 

10) The Lifting Bar should have at each end Warning strips (Black/Yellow). 

11) The equipment should be operated by the operator via dual foot, l Console control and also 

 have a  handheld remote control unit as optional feature. 

12) All PLC control Systems should have Internet/ Ethernet communication ports.   

13) The equipment should be built with top grade and approved components and materials. (UL, 

 CA etc.) 

14) The equipment should have a minimum factory warranty of 36 months with extended 

 warranty as an option. 

15) Installation, Start-up, Certification and Operation Training by factory should be offer to 

 customer as an option. 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 



Why purchase Cal made Industries Hoists?  
(Detail explanation) 

1) Cal made Industries have a very talented, experienced and innovative team that have 

designed  the largest hoists systems manufactured in the USA and probably in the world for the 

Window  Covering Industry. (Refer to Video) 

2) Cal made Industries was born from the lack of American Manufacturers to design and 

 manufacture equipment for the USA market needs. Most of the equipment made are imported 

 from Europe, China and Korea manufactures. These equipment’s are designed to handle small 

 and light weight shades. 

 ** Cal made Industries Hoists are made to handle large, heavy shades and to accommodate 

 our market needs from the largest to smallest. 

3) Cal made Industries designs our products to fit our customers' specific needs and budget. 

 ** Cal made Industries, Hoist model SCH-1208-LX was specifically designed to meet the needs 

 of Hunter Douglas Service Centers and other customers with the same need. 

4) Cal made Industries is a Proud family owned American company that will offer second to none 

 Quality and Service to our customers in the USA and overseas. 

5) Cal made Industries knows how to design Hoist, from the very large (20' High by 30' Long with 

 lifting power 650 lbs. +) (Refer to Video) to our smallest hoist (12' High by 8' long with a lifting 

 power of 75 lbs.)  

6) Cal made Industries service is as close as your phone and our customers are not an account 

 number their friends and treated as such, by Name. 

7) Our Warranty: We design our products with the best available materials, components and 

 workmanship, that is the reason that we offer such a good warranty, because our quality goes 

 in before are name goes ON. 

8) Cal made Industries as a leader in Inspection Hoists designer and manufacturer in the USA has 

 written the following "Inspection Hoist Standards No.: CI-HS-101-2013" to protect and inform 

 the Window Covering Industry on How to Compare different products in today's market and 

 be able to ask the specifics questions needed to make the right decision to witch product  fits 

best their needs and budget.  

 ** Please Down Load Form # H-201B this form will guide you on what are your needs and 

 witch equipment is best for your operation.  

9) Our prices are set at a very reasonable price so we can reach the highest number of end users. 

10) Cal made Industries has designed, manufacture and incorporated many of the features in our 

 product line because our customer requesting solutions to a problem in the manufacturing 

 process. 

11) All of our products are design and manufacture in Acton, California, USA.   

  Cal made is very PROUD to be an American company and that is the reason our logo carries 

 the USA flag with the "MADE IN USA”. 

12) Cal made Industries is here to Serve our customers with the best quality products that will 

 ensure to produce higher quality and higher profitability.  

 

 THANK you!!! 

 


